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Transit as an Alternative to Driving
During and After Construction Projects
What Was the Need?
All roads need periodic maintenance, which sometimes
requires lane closures that delay travelers. Transit can mitigate these delays by offering a transportation option that
doesn’t add more vehicles to the construction zone. When
roads are near capacity, even a small number of additional
vehicles can mean the difference between free-flowing
and stop-and-go traffic.
Additionally, federal regulations require all construction
projects to incorporate a safety plan. Moving vehicles out
of the construction zone is one component of a safety
plan, and transit is one method for facilitating this goal.
Despite these regulations, there is minimal research about
how transit can mitigate the impact of construction or
how transit use is affected after construction is complete.

What Was Our Goal?

Researchers examined
how transit could be used
to mitigate the impact of
a major road construction
project. The research
indicated that once a
disruptive event induced
drivers to try transit, they
tended to stay with it
as long as that service
remained adequate to their
needs.

This project provided a unique opportunity to study
efforts to induce travelers in Duluth, Minnesota, to switch to transit during the “Mega
Project,” a three-year endeavor to replace pavement and bridges, install safety features
and Intelligent Transportation System components, and improve drainage on Interstate 35 (I-35) and related roads. The city is positioned between Lake Superior and a
steep hill, so there are few alternatives to I-35 for travelers entering or leaving the city.
Researchers sought to use this project as a test to evaluate the effectiveness of transit in
mitigating the impact of construction on travelers and to determine factors that affect
the extent to which travelers continue using transit afterwards.

What Did We Do?
Investigators began with a review of literature to determine why people use transit and
what can be done to build ridership during construction projects. This review included
an examination of recent major construction projects around the country and how transportation agencies have used transit to minimize disruptions.
Researchers conducted onboard surveys of riders during the 2010 and 2011 construction seasons, when transit service in Duluth was increased to help mitigate the Mega
Project’s impact. These surveys collected data about riders and why they chose to use
transit.
Researchers also conducted follow-up online and phone surveys of riders who completed the onboard surveys and gave permission to be contacted again.
The I-35 construction area
(highlighted in green, yellow
and red) is the main route in
and out of Duluth.

What Did We Learn?
Duluth has a compact, walkable downtown with a high concentration of jobs, and
transit proved to be a viable alternative to driving for a significant number of travelers.
Transit ridership in the Grand Avenue corridor, one of the few alternatives to I-35, increased by about 500 riders per day during the 2010 and 2011 construction seasons.

continued

“A disruptive moment is a
very powerful opportunity
to shift behavior. This
construction project
allowed transit to help
people establish new
patterns.”
—Carol Becker,

Research Associate,
Humphrey School of
Public Affairs, University
of Minnesota

“People are creatures of
habit, and if they move
to something different,
they’re likely to stick with
it. The majority of people
who switched to transit
because of the construction
continued with it.”
—Donald Mohawk,

MnDOT District Transit
Project Manager

Marketing for enhanced transit services included this banner bus, which was staged at park-andride lots in advance of the I-35 closure, as well as fliers, billboards, schedules, posters, direct mail
postcards, and print and radio ads.

The Duluth Transit Authority (DTA) increased services during these construction
seasons by adding bus trips, establishing park-and-ride lots with express service to
downtown, offering free rides and establishing bus-only express lanes. DTA marketed
these new services aggressively and worked with downtown businesses to spread the
word to potential riders.
Onboard surveys revealed that free rides, convenience and the opportunity to avoid traffic on city streets or highways were important incentives for riders choosing transit over
other options. Convenience encompassed several dimensions: frequency of service,
reduced travel time, service at hours when people need to get to and from work, service
to the locations riders need to go and adequate waiting areas.
Follow-up surveys showed that once travelers got in the habit of using transit, they
tended to maintain that pattern. Only 15 percent of respondents in follow-up surveys
reported they had stopped riding transit once the construction season ended. Those
who did stop riding the bus generally did so because of a life change such as a job loss
or because the expanded services that made transit a viable option ended after the construction season. While free rides induced riders to select transit initially, the end of free
rides did not push people to start driving again.
The elimination of expanded services in winter had a negative and lasting impact on
ridership. Transit ridership grew in the second construction season when services expanded again, but the growth was not as strong as the first year.

What’s Next?
The Mega Project is now complete, and no future research on transit and its ability to
mitigate the project’s impact is planned or likely feasible. Because of the overall
scarcity of research on the subject, however, MnDOT sees a value in studying other
transit systems.
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This Technical Summary pertains to Report 2013-13, “Mitigating Highway Construction
Impacts Through the Use of Transit,” published May 2013. The full report can be accessed at
http://www.lrrb.org/PDF/201313.pdf.

